This dashboard was created for Advisors at FAS as a part of the Beta UDW+ student integration process.

It was designed to assist advisors in auditing courses and grades of assigned advisees and to assist in auditing course registrations of all incoming first years.

"Incoming First Year Students"

Purpose:

This page allows users to easily view the incoming Freshman population, the courses in which they have attempted registered, and the status of their class enrollment.

Filters can be quickly modified to look at the WSQ UFCOREBA students, or the Global UFGLSPBA students.

It is sorted by the student's last name to help advisors identify their advisees.

(Note: For fall incoming populations, it is recommended to filter on summer and fall career admit terms to account for the summer HEOP students)

Filters:

- Career admit term equal to a specific value(s)
- Student Category or Student Category Code equal to a specific value(s)
- Primary Plan equal to a specific value(s)
- Registration Status equal to 'Enrolled', 'eligible to enroll', or 'not enrolled-dropped all courses'

"My Students"

Purpose:

This page allows users to easily view their advisees and a full history of the student's academic record.

Advisors simply enter their netID in UPPER CASE (or name) and term (or term code) to view the data.

The student's full name is hyperlinked to display additional data at the bottom of the page. (Note: You must scroll down to the bottom of the page. The hyperlink is will not automatically bring you to the bottom of the page.)

On the bottom left, Cumulative metrics are displayed for a student. On the bottom right, College board test scores are displayed for the student.

NOTE: If the student does not have college board test scores, it currently does not change, and will continue to show the test scores for the last displayed student.

Filters:

- Advisor netID (enter in upper case) or name
- Term or term code.